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Pneumatic Airless Spray Pumps
Pneumatic airless sprayers are designed to spray coatings at
very high pressure, airlessly, at high speed. The units are ideal
for operations requiring the mobility of a cart-mounted sprayer
or they can be wall mounted. They are ready for use right “out
of the box” and are equipped with gun, fluid hose swivel and
whip hoses to provide the operator with maximum comfort and
handling ease. These sprayers deliver trouble free reliability,
mainly because of the slow piston stroke rate (a maximum of 60
strokes per minute), and because of the fact that they are made
from stainless steel. In addition to the new 40:1 range arriving
later this month, we are still able to supply the Graco President
30:1 (paint pressure of up to 210bar)

Hoffman Engines have
proved themselves over the last
four or five years to be reliable and
long lasting. So much so that we
now feel confident to sell bare
engines as well as petrol and diesel
generators and contractors pumps.
They are available in 5.5, 6.5, 8, 9,
11 and 13 hp sizes in petrol as well
as 4.7, 6.7 and 10 hp in diesel with
both parallel and taper shafts. What
really makes this range a winner is
the price.

Reversible, self cleaning airless
spray tips
These reversible, quick changeable, airless
spray tips with safety guards are self cleaning
and now available from Monitor Distributors.
They are inter-changeable with most other
makes, but are far less expensive.

Meet our staff
Meet our most recent
member of our sales
team, Oswell. He has
worked in our stores
and learnt our products
well enough to start
helping customers at
the counter. With a
charming personality he
Is sure to be liked by
all.

A pain in the butt

Life is what happens when we’re making plans

